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    Welcome!
			[image: ]I’m Reader in Women’s & Gender Studies at Liverpool John Moores University. This blog is about my work and my life, but it also is host to The New Academic, a collaborative project with over sixty contributors that celebrates and critiques, and that reflects on the advantages academia affords us as much as it calls out the privileges it still demands.



		The War Widows’ Quilt

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wtmGvDb8wDE
Disclaimer
			Next to acting as a personal website, this blog facilitates the discussion of issues relating to academia and higher education. Posts reflect the opinions of their named author, not those of the author’s institution or of any other authors published on this blog. Each contributing author holds the copyright to their post(s) and grants the site (www.nadinemuller.org.uk) a non-exclusive license to publish it. By commenting on posts you retain the copyright to your comment but grant the site a non-exclusive license to publish it. The aim of this blog is not to claim that the issues discussed here pertain only to academia, but rather to investigate them specifically within this professional context, including consideration of external factors that impact on the sector.
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